Position:  Car painter/ smart repair technician
Location:  NORWAY, Oslo, Akershus, Skedsmo/Lillestrøm, Østfold/Moss

SkadeVekk / Quick car fix AS is a car repair shop that specializes in small cosmetic car repair, no matter where the damage is on the car.
Paint, dents, pdr, stoneship, scratches, interior, rims or glass.

Number of employees in the Company: 44

Main tasks / responsibilities:
• Working in a high paced environment and be a highly productive team player It would be an advantage if you have knowledge of SMART repair processes but training will be given in this area if needed
• Preparation, Paint spraying, all paint repairs including: bodywork repair
• Polishing and Quality control

Required profile:
• Qualified painters to repair all types of cars to a very high standard
• Language: English min. B2 level
• Driving licence B

The company offers:
• Working hours: 08:00-16:00 – weekdays
• Type of contract: permanent, fulltime
• Place of work: in one of the company’s workshops/garages in the Oslo region: Oslo, Akershus, Skedsmo/Lillestrøm, Østfold/Moss
• Start date: As soon as possible
• Salary: 36.000 NOK (gross) pr. Month + bonus. Achievable bonus scheme, excellent rates of pay, and insurance. Excellent working conditions, fully equipped
• Other information: employees can use some company accommodation when available. Or will help finding housing, near the working place or preferred area. It is offered support with necessary paperwork such as tax office, registration, bank etc.

How to apply:  Send your CV and application letter on email to mona.karlsen@qcf.no and nidia.figueiredo@iefp.pt

Further info:  on the company: www.qcf.no
on this job vacancy: please contact Mrs. Mona Karlsen, mobile +47 91596220 - +47 40404000  E-mail: mona.karlsen@qcf.no
EURES Adviser Portugal : nidia.figueiredo@iefp.pt - phone + 351 261 146 916

Important information: A quarantine of 10 days is required for those coming from EU/EEA countries or areas with a high burden of Covid-19 infection ("red areas"). Europe quarantine orders map is weekly updated here https://www.fhi.no/en/op/novel-coronavirus-facts-advice/facts-and-general-advice/travel-advice-COVID19/

EURES mobility supports may be available if you apply to this vacancy. Please check www.iefp.pt/eures
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